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1 - Untitled

During a luv or sad scene, burp the alphabet.
During another (better yet the SAME) luv or sad scene throw cheetos at the screen and yell “NO
SIERRA!! NO!!”- Thanks 2 allie for that one!
Bring bubble wrap and start popping it at random moments.
Put ketchup on the seat next to you and invite a random person to sit in that seat.
If any couples start kissing order them to let you sit in-between them for the remainder of the film
When the theater gets quiet yell “I NEED MORE FRENCH TOAST!!”
In-between previews yell “I LOVE THIS MOVIE!!”
Whenever two men hug yell “MAN HUG! LOOK AWAY!”
Set your watch's alarm to go of every two minutes.
Whisper to the person next to you “(insert character's name here) dies at the end”
Better yet actually SAY insert character's name here
Sing along with any songs in the movie
Whisper to the person next to you “do you know when there will be a commercial? I really have to pee!
If you have to go to the bathroom, announce it so loud that the whole theater can hear.
Every ten minutes whisper “Do you have any sporks?”
Sigh and say “And for THIS I'm missing taco night!”
At a random time stand up and yell “CLIP ON TIES ARE EEEEEVVVVVIIIILLL!!!!!!!!”
Get out of your seat and sneak around like you're a secret agent.
Scratch your head and whisper “Darn Fleas!” throughout the movie
Start sniffing the air and acting like you smell something terrible keep leaning towards the person next to
you acting like the smell is getting worse, and worse. Finally get right up to them, smell him/her then put

a grossed out look on your face and say “Oh…its him/her
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